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EARLY PRINTED BOOKS:
Barham, Richard Harris. [pseudo Thomas Ingoldsby].
The Ingoldsby Legends… London: Richard Bentley, 1840-47. First editions (2nd issue of volume
one). 8vo. 3 vols. Early 20th c. crushed red morocco, gilt rule on covers with corner fleurons in gold
with green morocco on-lays, spines banded and gilt with flower devices repeated, minor rubbing, top
hinges with minor cracking, else clean copies. $500.00
Blackmore, R.D.
Lorna Doone: A Romance of Exmoor. London: Sampson Low, Son, & Marston, 1869. 8vo. 3 vols.
First edition. One of only 300 copies sold (500 printed). Few very minor flaws, overall an excellent set
of this very rare true first edition classic. Lacks publisher ads at end, not uncommon. $1250.00

Brothers, Richard. Nathaniel Brassey Halhed.
A Revealed Knowledge Of The Prophecies And Times. Book the First.. [with:] Second Book…
[with:] Testimony of the Authenticity… [with:] A Calculation on the Commencement of the
Millennium by Halhed. Philadelphia: 1795. 8vo. 4 books in 1. First US edition. First collected. Very
rare. From the self-proclaimed apostle of a new religion, “Prince of the Hebrews” and “Nephew of the
Almighty”, believed prophet and followed by many, Brothers claimed he would rule Israel until the
return of Jesus Christ. He was arrested in 1795 for prophesying the death of the King, he was
imprisoned for being criminally insane. His books were consumed and went through many editions,
few originals survive, our first American edition is one of the rarest of all the publications. $750.00
Cooper, James Fenimore.
The Pathfinder: Or, The Inland Sea. Philadelphia: Lea and Blanchard, 1840. 8vo. 2 vols. First
edition, first state. First US edition. Publishers original plum cloth, paper title labels rubbed away on
spine, boards soiled, spines sunned, some minor corner bumping, minor foxing mostly to endpaperss.
Vol.1 with modern ink note of author on title, both vols with contemporary old owners ink on first
paste-down. Overall, text is clean and binding is tight, an excellent copy of a scarce and important set.
$450.00
Defoe, Daniel, attrib.
Dictionary of All Religions, Ancient and Modern… London: James Knapton, 1704. 8vo. Scarce
first edition. Full modern two-tone calf, gilt lettering on spine. Red and brown speckled edges. Some
ms notes and pencil underlining, else excellent. $400.00
Digby, Kenelm.
Theatrum sympatheticum… Nurnberg: J.A. and W. Jun. Endter, 1660. Scarce first Latin edition.
8vo. 19th century half calf over marbled boards, gilt spine decorated, title in gilt on black label, spine
rubbed and caps worn, hinges started but holding strong. Lower inside margin of title page opening,
rare folding frontispiece with minor soiling and tiny worm hole at very top edge, no affect. Provenance:
library stamp Bibliotheque Chacornac of Paris, Librarie Des Sciences Occultes. $850.00
Falloppio, Gabriele [Fallopius].
Opera quae adhuc extant omnia… Frankfurt: Andreas Wechel, 1584. First collected edition. Very
rare. Folio. Contemporary vellum binding over thick boards, with four raised bands, some soiling, edge
repairs, spine head cap worn, lacks original ties. Top of text block with old ink stain, affecting top edge
of leaves, primarily first part of book. Title page with original top corner torn away, professionally
repaired with matching printed text. *2-*6 (five leaves) with heavy stain to top corner, affecting preface
leaf and some of the index text at top, all professionally repaired with tissue, following few leaves with
repair to very top edge, no text affect. Priced very affordable with condition heavily considered, as well
as the rarity and importance of the book. $2500.00
Godwin, William.
Lives of the Necromancers… London: Frederick J. Mason, 1834. First edition. 8vo. Rebacked
modern calf, decorative floral gilt design to spine, black title label, modern marbled boards, marbled
edges, title page with a tiny dot of foxing at bottom, else text is clean and crisp, about fine copy. Lacks
extra advertisement leaf at end, as do most copies. Awesome work on witchcraft, magic and the
supernatural.
$850.00

Guidott, Thomas.
A Discourse of Bathe, and the Hot Waters There…. London: Henry Brome, 1676-77. First edition.
8vo. 2 books in 1. With 6 engraved plates, 2 of them folding. Modern antique calf, blind rule edges,
gilt rule spine, with title label in gilt. I8 with a very minor tear at bottom, a printers error, no affect, last
few leaves with very minor dampstain at top inner margin, last leaf with pin-hole rust mark, no affect.
Overall, a near fine copy. Rare. Complete with the rare additional engraved title, explanation leaf, and
city map. $700.00
Head, Richard.
The English Rogue Described… London: Francis Kirkman, 1667. First licensed edition. Very rare.
8vo. Modern antique calf, title in gilt on black label, gilt rules to spine. Small ex-lib stamp of Henry
Pennell Frank at top first blank, some light dampstains, minor soiling, few leaves browned. Last leaf
with minor tear at outer margin, no affect. Lacks title page, supplied in fine facsimile on period paper
(1666 date). Overall a very good copy of a very rare book. At time of description, we locate no other
copies, and last copy to see an auction was in 1972. Portrait of the author with poem signed "I.F." Fullpage frontispiece engraving "The English Padder or Hiway Robber Portrayd." $2000.00
Hibbert, Samuel.
Sketches of the Philosophy of Apparitions… Edinburgh: Oliver & Boyd, 1824. First edition. 8vo.
With folding table. Modern quarter calf over marbled boards, gilt rules to top and bottom, with gilt title.
Old owners signature to second blank “C.W. Crowdy” (19th century scholar and doctor, Brighton). Few
minor foxing spots, else a fine copy. First comprehensive study of the psychological dynamics of
hallucinations and delusions to show that apparitions are ideas of recollected images of the mind.
$450.00
Hooker, Richard.
The Laws of Ecclesiastical Politie… London: William Stansbye, [1636]. 1632-36. Folio. Rare
edition. Modern antique calf, blind ruled, gilt rules at spine ends, red title label. The general title page,
engraved by William Hole, is without date. With a preface by I.S. [John Spencer]. First few leaves with
small wormhole at top inner margin, includes engraved title, no real affect, few small stains to title and
old ink note numbering of 1668 , several leaves at middle with tiny worm hole at lower inner margin,
no affect, few tiny rust spots, with few other minor flaws, but overall still a great working copy, mostly
clean of this scarce edition. Priced accordingly. $850.00
Hoyland, John.
A Historical Survey of the Customs, Habits, & Present State of the Gypsies… York: For the
Author, 1816. First edition. 8vo. Modern quarter calf over marbled boards, gilt rules to spine, title label
in gilt. Uncut copy with many edges of differing size, p165-168 (two leaves) with corner cut more than
others, no affect. Some foxing, as usual, else a fine copy. $400.00
La Menardaye, Jean Baptiste de.
Examen, Et Discussion Critique De L’Histoire Des Diables De Loudon… Paris: Debure l’Aine,
1747. First edition. Rare. 8vo. Contemporary French calf, spine extra gilt, banded, title in gilt on red
morocco label, edges red; minor wormtrack on lower margin of front board, some leather worn off,
signature of "Delaroche" on title page. With large margins, a near-fine copy. A response to Aubin’s
work, as a discussion between uncle and nephew on Loudon, Ursuline nuns, and Urbain Grandier –
witchcraft, possession, and the devil. $1250.00

Milton, John.
Paradise Lost. A Poem In Twelve Books. The Fourth Edition, Adorn’d With Sculptures. [Bound
with:] Paradise Regain’d. A Poem in IV Books. To Which Is Added Samson Agonistes. London:
[Printed for Miles Flesher for Jacob Tonson]. Regain’d: R.E., sold by Randal Taylor, 1688. First
folio edition of both books, first illustrated edition of Paradise Lost. Scarce, bound together. Lacks
portrait, as often, and title page, both supplied in fine facsimile. 12 full page copperplates. Modern
antique style calf with panels, speckled, gilt edges, floral gilt designs and gilt rules to spine, title on red
leather label, new endpapers. Some light dampstains to outer top margins, light foxing, few outer
margin edge tears, no affect, few contemporary ink notes to outer margins. Few small clean tears, with
no affect, T2 small hole to outer margin, no affect. Clean tear at lower inner margin of second plate,
repaired, small repair to verso third plate and small tear to fourth plate, both with no affect. 2Z2 with
repairs to outer margins, no affect. Includes list of subscribers, often missing. Despite very minor flaws,
overall, a nice copy for an affordable price of a highly sought after, and usually very expensive book.
$5500.00
More, Sir Thomas. Burnet, trans.
Utopia. Translated into English. London: Richard Chiswell, 1684. First edition of Gilbert Burnet’s
translation. 8vo. Modern white paper boards, new endpapers, title label to spine in gilt, very clean, all
edges red, housed in modern maroon clamshell case from The Thomas More Collection at Gill Library,
College of New Rochelle. Title page reinforced at inner margin, no affect, A3 with small ink number at
bottom margin, tiny hole at top inner margin, no affect. Overall a very nice copy with just a few tiny
rust/burn marks that have no affect. Lacks blanks A1 and P4. An excellent copy of a scarce book,
which is most commonly cited of all the Utopia editions. $1000.00
Morrice, Alexander.
A Treatise on Brewing… London: Knight & Compton for the author, 1802. Second edition, stated.
8vo. Modern antique calf, gilt rules and floral design to spine, with gilt title. Text leaves are fine, with
large margins, internally clean and crisp. Speckled edges, with minor stain to outer text block at lower
corner, no affect, still fine. With folding plate. Contains a history of the London Brewery, original ale
recipes (amber, porter, stout, and much more) and instructions, glossary of terms, use of measuring
tools, malts and sugars, further and sometimes weird ingredients. This book is a pleasure for any
brewer, connoisseur, scientist, chemist, or history seeker. A beautiful copy. The first edition (1801) is
nearly impossible to find, our second edition (1802) is still very rare, but the most used in reference to
the original (as if no first editions are known to the mass public). $750.00
Nalson, John.
A True Copy Of The Journal Of The High Court of Justice, For The Tryal of K. Charles I …
London: Printed for H.C. for Thomas Dring, 1684. First edition. Folio. Two full-page plates, lacks
portrait, not uncommon. Contemporary calf, some rubbing and edge wear, rebacked, title on label of
spine. Page 110 in red print. Small hole to outer margin first leaf, explanation of frontis, no affect. Old
repairs to verso of frontis plate and court plate, as well as a few other leaves, with no affect, few tiny
worm holes to lower and upper margins, of a few leaves, no affect. With rare members list at end.
Overall, a decent copy of a scarce book, at an affordable price. $500.00
Partridge, John.
Defectio Geniturarum: Being an Essay toward the Reviving and Proving The True Old Principles
of Astrology… London: for Benj. Tooke, 1697. Lacks portrait, which is rare and uncommon. First
edition. Rare. 4to. With woodcut astrological diagrams. Modern antique calf, gilt rules to spine, black
title label. New endpapers. First blank and title slightly soiled, old owners signature to title in ink. R3

tiny hole to far outside margin, no affect. S4 clean tear top inner margin old repair, no affect. A2 &
2M3 with small stamp of previous owner. $1000.00
[Rospigliosi Binding].
Missale Romanum. Ex Decreto Sacrosancti Concilii Tridentini Restitutum…Romae: Reverandae
Camerae, MDCLXII [1662]. Folio. With 17 full page plates and ten half page cuts. Contemporary,
elaborate Roman morocco, fine armorial binding, corners repaired, lacks clasps, some scuffs and
rubbing. Beautiful full gilt decoration, ornate tooling, with galeros and angel heads, armorial crest to
unidentified Cardinal-Bishop, on both boards, spine tooled in elaborate gold as well. With Red and
black print, double column text, with musical notations, illustrated with full page and half page
engravings. Historiated initials. Few minor repairs, mostly to corners at outer margins, few small clean
tears. T6 with large corner repair, affect to some text and verso and recto plate of Christ on cross, Vi
with lower margin repair, 2B2 with large corner tear at bottom, no affect to text, touching at illustrated
border. Later pencil notes on first blank suggesting book was bound for a Bishop of Pienza (Italy).
Contemporary ink notes on last blank, a prayer. Presentation binding from the Rospigilosi Bindery
(Andreoli brothers), likely Gregorio Andreoli (named Vatican Binder for life by Pope Alexander VII).
His brother, Giovanni, succeeded after Gregorio’s death, in 1699. Binding style matches other
presentation bindings by Gregorio Andreoli in the same time period (see Folgers collection, British
Library Database of Bookbindings, and past auctions at Christies and Sothebys). The galeros in our
particular binding would be particular to that of a Bishop of The Church. Notes within the book as well
as an old bookseller description in Italian states the books was bound for a Bishop of Pienza (Italy),
though we cannot find this particular coat of arms in our research (3 eagle heads and a crescent). We
consider this a scholarly challenge. Provenance: member of the Cornell (Ezra, founder of Cornell
university) family said to have purchased in Italy in the early 1980’s. Very affordable price. $1000.00
Sinistrari, Louis Marie.
De La Demonialite Et Des Animaux Incubes Et Succubes… Paris: Isidore Liseux, 1875. First
edition. Limited to 598 copies. 8vo. Modern black cloth over pebbled boards, gilt rules, title to spine in
gilt on red label. Original paper wrappers bound-in, minor soiling, back wrapper with some staining at
bottom, and old tape repair to bottom edge, no affect, else covers still excellent. Leaf edges uncut, a
very clean copy with just a few foxing spots, no affect, overall contents about fine. Rare. $500.00
Spencer, John.
Discourse concerning Prodigies… London: for Will Graves, 1665. Second, corrected and enlarged
edition. 8vo. Two parts in one. Contemporary calf, blind rules with tiny floral decorations, rebacked
with red title label and gilt rules and floral design. Tiny worm hole track at lower inner margin of first
few leaves, no affect, overall a very clean copy. $500.00
Spenser, Edmund.
The Faerie Queene: The Shepheards Calendar: Together With The Other Works…[London:] [by
H.L. for Mathew Lownes,] [1617]. Small folio. Lacks title page, supplied in fine facsimile on 18thc
paper. Beautiful modern antique speckled calf, Cambridge style with gilt borders and board edges, and
floral decorated compartments to spine, title in gilt, new endpapers. Text block edges speckled in red.
Prefatory leaves, A1-B6 gathering of Colin Clouts and G1-6 gathering Daphnaida supplied from
another copy, only difference being speckled edges. Few minor corner tears and some light dampstains
at outer margins. See book for full description. $2500.00

Smith, Henrie.
Gods Arrow Against Atheists. London: by F.K. for Thomas Pauier, 1609. Rare third edition. 4to.
Rebacked modern calf, gilt borders to bands, red title label, over new marbled boards. New endpapers.
Corners slightly rounded, minor soiling and some light dampstains to outer margins, title with
contemporary ink note “AB” at inner margin. Lacks blanks. Overall, a nice copy of a scarce work.
$850.00
Tenison, Thomas.
Of Idolatry: A Discourse… London: Francis Tyton, 1678. First edition. Rare. 4to. Modern sheep
over marbled boards, title label to spine. Imprimatur and title leaf slightly soiled, with light dampstains
to outer margin, minor edge wear to few leaves, no affect. Early ink signature of John Rawlet (1642-86,
poet and preacher) at top of title page and tipped in blank, early ink marks to errata, pinhole to top of
B1 and O1, touching pagination number, no true affect. Overall, a nice copy of a rare book. Our copy
with proper pagination. $600.00
Winter, Georg Simon. Michael Schuster, trans.
Hippiater Expertus, Seu Medicina Equorum Absolutissima, Tribus Libris comprehensa: Quorum
I. Agit de Equorum Temperamentis...II. De Affectibus internis Thoracia & Abdominis...III. De
omnis generis Unguentis...[German Title: Ross-Artzt, Oder Vollstandige Ross-Artznen Kunst…]
Nuremberg: Moritz Endter & Johann Andreae Endters' Heirs, 1678. Folio. Recently rebacked,
floral gilt decorated spine with gilt rules and title to red leather label. Some foxing, light dampstains (at
end of book), some browning, still overall a nice copy. Engraved extra-title by Cornelius Nicolas
Schurtz, 44 text plates, lacks added plate of instruments.
$1250.00

EARLY PRINT LEAVES:
Aliamet, Jacques [After David Teniers, the Younger].
Arrivee Au Sabat. [Demons and Witches Arrive at the Sabbath]. Paris: Aliamte, 1755. First
edition. Rare. Original engraving, untrimmed (rare), large margins. Fine impression, outside margins
with some light foxing, but engraving is clean. A true rarity to find this original untrimmed and in
original large format. A beautiful issue, most suitable for framing. $550.00
Amman, Jost.
Nobilis Foemina In Anglia. [An English Noblewoman]. Hand Colored Original Woodcut Print
From Habitus Praecipuorum Populorum... das ist Trachtenbuch. Plate 111. [Nuremberg:] [Hans
Weigel,] [1577]. First edition. Rare. Beautiful contemporary hand colored woodcut of female noble of
England, in blue, red, green, and yellow. Trimmed just outside borders and mounted on larger leaf,
titled in Latin, text at bottom in German, small contemporary ink note to top right corner. $225.00
Amman, Jost.
Nobilis Anglus. [An English Nobleman]. Hand Colored Original Woodcut Print From Habitus
Praecipuorum Populorum... das ist Trachtenbuch. Plate 110. [Nuremberg:] [Hans Weigel,]
[1577]. First edition. Rare. Beautiful contemporary hand colored woodcut of male noble of England, in
blue, red, green, and yellow. Trimmed just outside borders and mounted on larger leaf, titled in Latin,
text at bottom in German, small contemporary ink note to top right corner. $225.00

Bloemart, Cornelis. [After Giovanni Lanfranco].
The Annunciation. [Rome?] [c1650]. Large print. Several tiny holes, very little affect, small repair on
the verso. Fine impression. Beautiful piece. $350.00
Cruikshank, George. [After Capt. Frederock].
The Cholic. Original Hand Colored Plate. [London:] Thomas McLean, 1835. Second state. Rare.
Beautiful hand colored etching, with watercolor, on thick woven paper. Double-matted in early wooden
frame, minor wear. Fine impression print, a stunning piece. Not examined out of frame. “An elderly
woman, lean, old-fashioned, and spinsterish, sits on a settee, shrieking and contorted with pain. A rope
is wound tightly round her waist, the ends held by vicious little demons (left and right), who tug with
all their might. Four others attack her with spear, trident, needle, and knife. On the wall (right) is a
picture of a fat, disreputable-looking woman drinking, bottle in hand, by a bedroom fire.” [-British
Museum]. $300.00
Gillot, Claude.
The Witches Sabbath. Assembly of Witches and Demons. [Les Sabbats]. Est-ce enchantement,
ext-ce une illusion? [Is it bewitchment, is it an illusion?]. [France:] Claude Gillot, c1700-1722.
Very rare. 13.25 x 9.75 inches. Fine impression, lower text in French, cropped just outside borders. A
beautiful piece. Original print, Les Sabbats, a witches sabbath, with, in the middle, a horned male
figure (The Devil) presiding over the torture of two male figures, tied to a spinning device; on the left,
two female figures on a broom, an elegant woman mounted on the skeleton of a four-legged creature,
and a stag-horned man mounting a lion-headed horse with Death seated, a figure burning the tortured
remains, demons, dragons, serpents and more about the scene. Very rare. We locate no other copies for
sale. $700.00
God Presenting Eve to Adam. [Italy:] [Orlandi,] [1607]. Very rare. A beautiful etching, large format,
matted in white, matting is not sealed and can be removed. A fine impression, cut at borders, with just a
hint of soiling at outer top right margin. Pencil notes to matting in a fine hand. A stunning and rare
piece, most suitable for framing. Adam, reclining on rock, points at his side, where Eve has sprung,
who now stands at his side. God presents her, with a hand on her shoulder. Etching number “12” (BM
states numbered out of sequence) from a complete set of 50 paintings of the Raphael Bible. $700.00
Master MZ. [Matthaus Zasinger].
Ars Moriendi [The Art of Dying]. Angel Admonishing Against Avarice at the Deathbed of a Dying
Man. Germany: c1500-1510. 68 x 92mm, matted: 220 x 170mm. Trimmed at borders, laid down on
woven paper, matted. Signed with monogram at lower center. Fine impression, bold and clean.
Extremely rare. The angel admonishing against avarice (greed); standing next to the deathbed; behind
the dying man Christ on the Cross and the Virgin; the true friends standing at upper left; at lower left
another angel shielding the man from his false friends with a shroud; a demon at lower right in anger at
the angel. From a series of illustrations to an unidentified Ars Moriendi edition. $1500.00
Wolgemut, Michael, artist. [Stephan Fridolin]
The Virtues of Christ and the Wickedness of His Enemies Symbolized by Diverse Birds and
Beasts (verso); The Last Supper (recto). Original Woodcut Engraving from the Schatzbehalter
des wahren Reichtumer des Heils (Treasury of the True Riches of Salvation). 1491. Single Leaf.
[Nuremberg:] [Koberger,] [1491]. 7.25 x 11 inches. Beautiful woodcut engraving, trimmed to just
outside the border, right margin of Virtues of Christ with some mounting remnants, no affect at all to
image. The Last Supper (recto) with remnants of mounting tape to upper corners and outer margin. Two

beautiful images from a very rare and important book. Most suitable for framing. Includes old
description from M.S. Slocum Books (Pasadena, CA). At time of description we locate no other single
woodcuts from this book available for sale, the book itself when for sale (not often) fetches six figures
and has 96 woodcuts in it. $500.00

MODERN FIRST EDITIONS:
Adams, Douglas.
The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy. First US edition. 1980. $100.00
Barker, Clive. David Mack, artist.
Scarlet Gospels. First edition. 2015. Signed by Barker with Pinhead painting by Mack. $325.00
Barker, Clive.
Books of Blood. 1-6. First complete hardcover edition. 1984-85. All signed. $550.00
Birkenhead, The Earl of [F.E. Smith].
The World in 2030 A.D. First US edition. Rare. 1930. $150.00
Burroughs, Edgar Rice.
The Tarzan Twins. Scarce second edition. 1927. $200.00
Capon, Paul.
The End of The Tunnel. [The Cave of Cornelius]. First edition. Rare. 1959. $225.00
Christie, Agatha.
Murder in the Mews. First edition, 2nd impression. [1938]. $125.00
Christopher, John.
The Death Of Grass. First edition. 1956. $175.00
Crowley, Aleister.
The Collected Works. First edition. “Essay Competition Copy”. 3 vols. 1905-07. $750.00
Derleth, August.
Sac Prairie People. With Two Variant DJ’s. First edition. 1948. $200.00
Donaldson, Stephen R.
Lord Foul’s Bane. First trade edition. 1977. $150.00
Feist, Raymond E.
Silverthorn. Signed first edition. 1985. $150.00
Hamilton, Virginia.
The Planet of Junior Brown. Scarce true first edition. 1971. $125.00

Jackson, Shirley.
The Road Through the Wall. First edition. 1948. $250.00
King, Stephen.
Under the Dome. First edition. Signed, limited. $350.00
Manning, Al G.
The Magic of New Ishtar Power. First edition, signed. Rare. 1977. $100.00
McCaffrey, Anne.
Dragondrums. First edition, signed. 1979. $150.00
McCaffrey, Anne.
Rescue Run. First edition, signed. Rare. 1991. $300.00
McCammon, Robert R.
They Thirst. First edition. Deluxe limited, signed. 1991. $200.00
O’Duffy, Eimar.
King Goshawk & The Birds. Scarce first edition. 1926. $100.00
Powers, Tim.
The Anubis Gates. First edition, signed. 1985. $250.00
Pyle, Howard.
The Story of King Arthur. Complete Four Vol. Set in Original Binding. 1903-1910. $1000.00
Rice, Anne.
Interview With the Vampire. First edition, signed. 1976. $800.00
Sinclair, Upton.
The Jungle. First edition, first issue. 1906. $200.00
Stoicescu, Nicolae. Krikorian, trans.
Vlad Tepes Prince of Walachia. Very rare first edition with dj, from Biblio Romaniae. 1978. $100.00
Walton, Evangeline.
Witch House. First edition. Arkham. 1945. $125.00
Wright, S. Fowler.
Dawn. First edition. With scarce jacket. 1929. $100.00

For full book descriptions please visit our booth (# 119) and/or our website www.darkparksbooks.com
darkparksryan@gmail.com Ryan Parks, owner (310) 357-0437

The Virtues of Christ and the Wickedness of His Enemies Symbolized by Diverse Birds and Beasts
Michael Wolgemut, artist. Nuremberg: Anton Koberger, 1491. Woodcut engraving. $500.00

